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Liluy Nishmat Miriam Bat Bracha A”h 

If a glass dish breaks, is it permissible to clean up the broken pieces in order to 

prevent someone from getting hurt? 

It is permissible to handle muktze in order to prevent someone from getting hurt. 

However, this leniency does not apply if the muktze can be moved in a permitted 

manner, for example moving it indirectly by using a broom and dustpan. 

 

Is it permissible to move raw, inedible items to have access to other items in a 

freezer or pantry? 

Raw items that are not edible are muktze and may not be moved to reach other 

items. They may be moved indirectly through the action of moving an edible, 

permitted item and being dragged along with it.  

 

Is it permissible to transfer food remaining from the Seuda into an empty pot 

or aluminum pan? 

 

Empty pots or aluminum pans are considered muktze, since their primary use is 

for cooking/baking. They may be handled for their use or for the use of their 

place, such as if its more convenient to empty food into a pot. 

 

Note: A pot containing food is not muktze. Additionally, a pot that has been used 

and is unclean may be moved if it is considered repulsive. 

 

Is it permissible to open a locked door with a screwdriver? 

 

A screwdriver may be handled for the purpose of opening a locked door. 

However, if there is an easy alternative non-muktze item such as a knife that can 

be used instead, the screwdriver may not be used. The reasoning is the same as 

explained above concerning a pot.  

If a Mezuzah case fell with its Mezuzah inside, is it permissible to pick it up on 

Shabbos? 

 

A mezuzah in its case that fell is considered muktze. However, it may be picked 

up from the floor to prevent bizayon of the Mezuzah. 1 
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